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Are IPE journals becoming boring? The question is a serious one. Over the four decades or so since the modern field of International Political Economy was born, the character of what gets published in leading journals in the United States—IPE—standard setters like International Organization, International Studies Quarterly, and World Politics—has changed dramatically. Arguably, the change has not been for the better.

To illustrate, consider a simple thought experiment. Think first of some of the memorable work published in the early years of the field—work like Keohane and Nye’s special International Organization issue on “Transnational Relations and World Politics,” published as a book in 1972; Peter Katzenstein’s 1976 IO essay on “International Relations and Domestic Structures,” which in turn led to his special issue on “Between Power and Plenty,” also published as a book in 1978; or Stephen Krassner’s special issue on “International Regimes,” published in book form in 1985. Or think of Krassner’s 1976 World Politics essay of “State Power and the Structure of International Trade”; Peter Gourevitch’s 1978 IO article on the second image reversed; John Ruggie’s 1982 IO essay on embedded liberalism; or Jeff Frieden’s 1991 IO paper on invested interests. All were seminal, foundational works—influential scholarship that is still widely read and cited.

Compare these with anything that has appeared in mainstream journals over the last 5–10 years. A great deal of quality research has been published, much of it making use of the most rigorous and up-to-date statistical methodologies. The intellectual candlepower is impressive. But how well does this work stack up against the output of earlier years? How much can be regarded as truly path-breaking? How much is likely to be read or cited 5–10 years from now? The answers, I think, are obvious. Our major journals are full of articles that are thoroughly peer-reviewed and edited with care. With rare exceptions, research meets the highest standards of scholarship. It’s just not very interesting.

The Problem

In my judgment, this is a grave problem. As I wrote in my recent book, International Political Economy: An Intellectual History (Cohen 2008), somewhere along the way the field of IPE in the United States—what I call the American school—took an unfortunate turn. Increasingly, priority has come to be given to formal scientific method, a hard science model resembling nothing so much as the epistemology of neoclassical economics with its well-known penchant for formal modeling and higher mathematics. Analysis is based on the twin principles of positivism and empiricism, which hold that knowledge is best accumulated through an appeal to objective observation and systematic testing. Pride of place
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To me that attitude is, to say the least, defeatist. We know that the editor’s job is an unenviable one, demanding long hours and many difficult, even painful, decisions. Reviewers must be found, verdicts rendered, manuscripts edited, schedules managed. We all owe the editors of this and other journals a debt of gratitude for the profound service they render on our behalf. But that does not mean that they must therefore remain passive in the face of the field’s disappointing loss of ambition. A more pro-active posture ought to be possible.

The goal is simple. Journals should aim to encourage more work that goes beyond the standard hoop-straightjacket of a hard science model—work that dares to take on broader questions, even if that means some loss of parsimony or mathematical elegance; work that boldly poses new theory or paradigms, even if the necessary evidence may not yet be available; work, in short, that does not fear to be interesting.

To illustrate, consider some recent reflections from Robert Keohane (2009), who shares the discontent of many with the shrinking horizons of American IPE. A pioneer of the field, Keohane professes himself to be “disheartened” by the “new IPE” that has taken over in our journals. Much is missing, he avers—in particular, “the synthetic interpretation of change” (2009:40). More attention needs to be paid to major transformations that are going on in the world political economy, such as the emergence of China’s volatility in financial and energy markets, the increasing role of global civil society, and the explosive growth of electronic technologies. In Keohane’s words, we need to “let the wings of imagination spread” (2009:43).

What can journal editors do to let the wings of imagination spread? Many innovations are possible. I would stress three strategies that I think could have an impact in the relatively short term.

**Review Essays**

First, I would hope that editors could be more pro-active in soliciting review essays or surveys of selected issue areas like those identified by Keohane. Today only a few journals express a willingness even to consider review essays. Fewer still actually go out and look for them. This is regrettable, since one of the consequences of American IPE’s preference for mid-level theory is an increasing fragmentation of journal contents. We get isolated bits and pieces—a statistically significant regression here, a thoroughly documented case study there—but little sense of how all the pieces fit together. We would all benefit from more overarching analyses that try to tell us something about the forest, not just individual trees. Review essays provide an opportunity to survey important developments in a particular area of study, synthesize new ideas, and raise more questions for future scholarship. They give us a sense of where we are and—more importantly—where we might or should be going.

The counter-argument is familiar. Persuading scholars to undertake a review essay or survey is difficult, editors tell us. Academics are busy with teaching and their own research agendas; they just do not have the time. Worse, few see much professional payoff from such an undertaking, as compared with a solid exercise in scientific method. Review essays do not help much in gaining tenure or promotion. In the hierarchy of status among publications, they barely rank above book reviews or an op ed in the local newspaper.

But it does not have to be that way. Mech depends on the standards by which such work is reviewed and edited, as well as on how prominently it is positioned in a journal’s table of contents. In my own time, I have written my share of surveys and have never regretted doing so. One of my pieces has been reprinted repeatedly in edited anthologies and is still cited in the literature. I do not really think that my career was set back by the time I invested in such endeavors.

**Solutions**

Can the menu be spiced up? Journal editors often take the view that they are prisoners of the submission process. They too may hunger for more variety, but what can they do? They can only select from among the manuscripts that are submitted. If all that comes in is economic mid-level theory, then that is what they will publish.
The challenge is to use the marquee power of our journals to give review essays the same cachet as standard research papers. If they put their mind to it, editors really could do much to make surveys seem a smart career move for ambitious scholars.

Symposia

Second, I believe that we would all benefit from more organized symposia on selected themes. Many journals already do try occasionally to provide something along this line, say by clustering together two or three articles that appear to be related in some way. But here too it seems that editors could be more pro-active. Why wait until a few papers come along that can be conveniently grouped under a single heading in the table of contents? Why not go out and do what the editor of International Studies Quarterly did in the case of this symposium: actively recruit contributions from an array of interested parties? Here is an opportunity for editors to really make a difference. Because of all the research they are exposed to in the submission process, editors are in a unique position to identify cutting-edge questions that we ought to be thinking about—in effect, to steer the development of the field. In my opinion, this sort of initiative should be made an integral part of their job description: a responsibility to spotlight critical problems, seek out potential authors, and encourage direct, stimulating engagement. This should be done on a regular, indeed routine, basis. The aim should be to promote constructive argument and debate—the more controversial, the better.

Again, I acknowledge that not all would agree. Why stir up controversy needlessly, some might ask. Why risk fights that could just end up polarizing the field? Why not just let sleeping dogs lie? But as scholars, can we really afford the luxury of avoiding debate just because it might ruffle a few feathers? Contrary to those who yearn for the peacefellowness of "Kuhnian normalcy," I believe we regularly need to rouse the sleeping dogs, to acknowledge and energetically explore underlying cleavages in our field. As Peter Katzenstein (2000:130–131) has reminded us, "basic division is what constitutes the social sciences ... We cannot help but live our disagreements in cacophonous debates." In his words, debates "remind us of the foundations of the normal work we do in our research and teaching" (2000:125). Argument is essential if we are to avoid intellectual complacency.

Submission Policy

Finally, I think it is time for editors to fundamentally rethink existing submission policies. Typically, the instructions posted for contributors are straightforward. What the journals want are research papers, pure and simple. Appealing qualifiers may be added—words like "theoretical," "analytical," "empirical," "original," "innovative," even "integrative," or "interdisciplinary." But the basic message is clear. Preference will be given to submissions that meet the test of systematic and rigorous inquiry, backed to the extent possible by the standard methodologicals of social science. Work of a more venturesome nature need not apply.

How might this change? Certainly no one wants to discourage the serious research tradition. That would mean abandoning the core mission of our journals. But must pages be reserved exclusively to standard research papers, at the expense of everything else? Why not reserve a portion of each issue to work of a different character, under some heading like Opinion or Commentary or New Thoughts? Journals in other disciplines do it. There seems no reason why we in IPE could not do so as well. Instructions to contributors could be easily amended to make clear that space will be regularly reserved for more unorthodox submissions—Big Think pieces that really do let the wings of imagination spread.

Of course, there would be a price. Journals have page limits. The more space is set aside for the unconventional, the less room is left for the traditional. Fewer straight research papers would find a home. Many would regard that as an unacceptable cost. But surely it is an empirical question—in the language of my original discipline of economics, a matter of marginal cost and benefit. In my judgment, the value added would far exceed the value lost, but I concede that this is an issue on which sincere people can sincerely disagree.

In the end, the question is simple: If indeed the menu needs spicing up, what is the best way to do it? Nothing less than the future of IPE in the United States is at stake.
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